CORIGENDUM – 1

Refer Global Tender Notice No.PUR/IMP/RK/19/10-11 Dt.14/02/2011, on IIA, website for the supply of “Dual Processor Servers, Storage and Accessories for 20 node High Performance Computing Cluster Systems as per specifications” for IIA, Bangalore.

Modifications to the Existing version of RFP - Annexure B

1. Section 2.1: hardware : dual processor servers (page 9, line 3) - deleted “or better with x4 bandwidth”
2. Section 2.2: hardware: Associated storage and Accessories item 1 (page 9) for “multiple RAID levels” READ “RAID 5”.
3. Section 2.2: hardware : Associated Storage and Accessories (page 10) - item 3 - deleted.
4. Section 2.2: hardware : Associated Storage and Accessories (page 10) “Since3 sify will be provide racks for the date center” - deleted.
5. Section 8 : Contract and General Terms & Conditions, item 6 (page 13) “and installation” from line 1 of item 6, -deleted.

All other terms and conditions are remain same.

IIA, Bangalore. Administrative Officer